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HEALING

§ “the healing power of nature and the body 
contains within itself the power to 
rebalance the humors and to heal itself”

Trauma è hematoma è Healing

Hippocrate
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TISSUE HEALING



FAILURE TO HEAL
• What fraction of the hematoma is active
• How to activate or restart tissue repair
• Improve or accelerate physiological processes

• Activate cells in place
• Bring cells

NEW CONCEPTS

NEW JOBS
BIOENGINEERING



• Identify natural repair mechanisms
• Compensate for a deficiency:
• Partial (correction of disorders or gaps)
• Total

• Knowledge of cell biology
• Knowledge of histology
• Knowledge of biochemistry

èPut down the scalpel and took out the microscope

NEW JOBS è BIOENGINEERING



RECONSTRUCTION ≠ REGENERATION

• Natural reconstitution of organic tissues after
destruction

• Find the initial properties of the native tissue

• Two main pathways around the cell:

è Stimulate the cells present = Activation proteins
è Bring in new cells



• The cell will be activated by local factors:
– Hormones
– Level 0²

– Activation proteins

– Drugs
– Vitamins

• It will secrete the fundamental substance
and the fibers of the three-dimensional matrix of its fabric

• � It is also necessary to have fuel and oxidant

CELLS STIMULATION: HOW



• Autologous or Allogenic Serum = PRP

o Stute et al., Exp. Hematology, 2004
o Shahdadfar et al., Stem Cells, 2005

• Platelet Lysate

oDoucet et al., J. Cell Physiol., 2005

SUBSTITUTION
WITH FETAL CALF SERUM

(BOVINE SPONGIFORM ENCEPHALOPATHY)



PLATELETS & ALPHA GRANULATIONS

• Activated by thrombin

• Hemostatic role:
– Adhesive properties
– Contractility

• Alpha granules:
– Growth factors
– Released by activation of plt



THE CONTENTS OF THE TOOLKIT
A GREAT FERTILIZER



Venipuncture of blood which will be
centrifuged

Plasma

Concentré
plaquettaire

Globules rouges



COMPOSITION

• 3 to 8 times the circulating platelet count
• 150,000 to 400,000/µl circulating blood

• Centrifugation speed
• Number of centrifugations
• Extraction methods
• Activation mode

difficult to compare



IN VITRO

– Fibroblast proliferation
– Collagen synthesis
– Neoangiogenesis
– Cellular differentiation

– Inducer of healing in poorly vascularized tissues 
with low mitotic activity

– Zhang J et al; Am J Sports Med. 2010
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*

USE OF PRP
FOR CELL CULTURES:

èNO CELLULAR ABNORMALITY

è GREATER CELL PROLIFERATION



ACL

• Improve healing in partial injuries or 
repairs

• Improve regeneration of classic grafts

• Bioengineered grafts



IMPROVE HEALING

The potential benefits of these biological augmentation approaches for
partial ACL tears are improved healing, better proprioception, and a
faster return to sport and activities of daily living when compared with
standard reconstruction procedures. However, long-term studies with
larger cohorts of patients and with technique validation are necessary to
assess the real effect of these approaches.

Growth facture + ACL repair



This article presents the current data on the use of
platelet-rich plasma in the reconstruction of the
anterior cruciate ligament. Although the findings are
not conclusive, the use of autologous platelet-rich
plasma is shown to be safe, reproducible, and
effective in mimicking the natural processes of soft
tissue and bone healing

IMPROVE REGENERATION OF CLASSIC GRAFTS



No functional difference

The use of PRGF influenced the histologic characteristics of tendon grafts,
resulting in more remodeling compared with untreated grafts. We have shown
temporal histologic changes during the 6- to 24-month postoperative period of
graft maturation, with newly formed connective tissue enveloping most grafts
treated with PRGF.

IMPROVE REGENERATION OF CLASSIC GRAFTS



Not only Growth factor

Bioactive collagen
Porcine model



BIOENGINEERING

• Reproduce Cellular component
o Fundamental substance
o Three-dimensional matrix
o Cells culture (Mesenchymal stem cells or fibroblast)



MODEL FOR THE BONE

• 3D matrix
• A cellular component
• Fundamental substance è PRP

o Nutrient
o Activation proteine



difficult training
easier war





CONCLUSION
stimulate healing with PRP :
èavailable but low level of evidence

use cell cultures
èimpossible in France but effective in vitro

3D scaffold?


